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Abstract: Next-generation data-intensive scientific workflows need to support stream-
ing and real-time applications with dynamic resource needs on high performance
computing (HPC) platforms. The static resource allocation model on current HPC
systems that was designed for monolithic MPI applications is insufficient to support
the elastic resource needs of current and future workflows. In this paper, we discuss the
design, implementation and evaluation of Elastic-HPC (E-HPC), an elastic framework
for managing resources for scientific workflows on current HPC systems. E-HPC con-
siders a resource slot for a workflow as an elastic window that might map to different
physical resources over the duration of a workflow. Our framework uses checkpoint-
restart as the underlying mechanism to migrate workflow execution across the dynamic
window of resources. E-HPC provides the foundation necessary to enable dynamic
resource allocation of HPC resources that are needed for streaming and real-time work-
flows. E-HPC has negligible overhead beyond the cost of checkpointing. Additionally,
E-HPC results in decreased turnaround time of workflows compared to traditional
model of resource allocation for workflows, where resources are allocated per stage
of the workflow. Our evaluation shows that E-HPC improves core hour utilization
for common workflow resource use patterns and provides an effective framework for
elastic expansion of resources for applications with dynamic resource needs.
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1 Introduction
Today, scientific workflows with experiment data are increasingly processed on High
Performance Computing (HPC) systems. Next-generation scientific workflows have to
support streaming data and real-time constraints with varying resource needs. Today,
HPC platforms are primarily designed to support monolithic MPI applications and
provide a static resource allocation model i.e., a resource allocation is fixed for the
duration of the entire job. The static resource allocation model presents challenges to
scientific workflows where every stage of the workflow may have different resource
needs. Current allocation methods attempt to either split the workflow and incur queue
wait times for each stage, or request one big allocation resulting in wastage of resources.

Figure 1: Comparison of traditional and E-HPC managed resource allocation for scientific
workflows in HPC: a) shows the static allocation of resources for the entire duration of the
workflow execution. b) shows the dynamic allocation where resources are requested as per the
needs of a particular stage.

Current methods result in loss of efficiency or utilization, and the problems will
only be exacerbated with next-generation dynamic workflows. We need a dynamic
resource management model that considers resources to be elastic that can grow and
shrink based on requirements of a scientific workflow. Resource elasticity has been
extensively studied in the context of clouds [Sha+11; GB12; PMS16]. However,
unlike HPC environments, cloud resources are not managed through batch schedulers.
Elastic resource management in HPC environments has also been explored for specific
applications [GHB04], but general methods are still not available.

In this paper, we present Elastic-HPC (E-HPC), an elastic framework for manag-
ing resources for scientific workflows in an HPC environment. It provides dynamic,



adaptable resource management and supports workflow execution. E-HPC is capable
of growing and shrinking the allocated resources for a workflow during execution. It
considers the resource slot to be an elastic window that maps to different physical
resources based on availability. E-HPC uses checkpoint-restart mechanism to save
and relaunch workflows on different resources when needed. Users can either submit
a workflow description to E-HPC, or instrument existing workflows to use E-HPC
to manage elastic resources. Thus, E-HPC can fit into current software ecosystems
available in scientific collaboration or at HPC facilities. In this paper, we make two
contributions.

• We design and implement an elastic framework to manage resources for scientific
workflows in HPC environments.

• We evaluate the performance of the E-HPC framework across two HPC systems,
and several synthetic and real scientific workflows to understand the performance
of workflows and overheads in E-HPC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe background
on workflows and current methods of resource management. We describe the design
and implementation of E-HPC framework in Section 3 and results of our evaluation in
Section 5. We present related work in Section 7 and conclusions in Section 8.

2 Background
Figure 1a shows an example of the resource allocation while running workflows on
HPC resources in the absence of E-HPC. Traditionally, workflows are executed as a
single batch job, where a set of HPC resources are allocated for the entire duration of
the workflow. Workflows with different job resource requirements often end up wasting
resources. Alternatively, users have to manually manage the different stages in the
workflow by packaging them as separate jobs. In contrast, E-HPC provides elasticity
for running workflows on HPC resources. Figure 1b shows the resource allocationusing
E-HPC. E-HPC allocates only as many resources as required by a specific stage of the
workflow. In case of asynchronous parallel tasks, E-HPC is able to also grow or shrink
during run-time. E-HPC manages elasticity during workflow execution by dynamically
resizing the allocated resources using checkpoint and restart.

2.1 Scientific Workflow Execution
Workflows are used to describe and execute tasks according to their data and control
dependencies. Today, HPC workflows are implemented through ad-hoc scripts and
workflow tools [Dee+05; Wil+11] with limited support for elastic resource management.
Scientific workflows in HPC are run in static allocations as chained jobs (jobs with
dependencies) or pilot jobs (the entire workflow contained in a job) [Rod+17]. Chained
workflows have very long and unpredictable turnaround times because their critical
path includes intermediate wait times. Pilot job workflows, i.e., the traditional method



in Figure 1a, typically has shorter turnaround times because there is no wait time
between jobs. However, pilot jobs allocate the maximum resource set required by
any task within the workflow, even if other tasks require significantly less resources,
leading to resource wastage. E-HPC facilitates workflows to consider resource slots
as dynamic elastic resources. E-HPC is able to eliminate resource wastage and job
exceeding its allocation by dynamically adapting a workflow’s resource allocation to
its tasks resource requirements.

2.2 Elasticity and recovery use cases
Scientific workflows require elasticity and recovery. However, there are different re-
quirements on how and when they occur. In this section, we outline these requirements
in the context of E-HPC.
Scaling Between and During Stage Execution. Workflows are composed of stages
with fixed but different resource requirements. or workflows where resource require-
ments are discovered during execution [KP11]. E-HPC is capable of scaling workflow
resources between and during stages execution that support both cases.
Elasticity Triggers. Resource requirements of a workflow, might be known before-
hand, discovered during its execution, or connected to external events (e.g., execution
deadline) [YB05]. E-HPC supports all three cases. For known resource requirements,
users may define an execution plan that will guide resource scaling operations (Sec-
tion 3.1). Users can express new resource needs for workflows using the E-HPC API
that will trigger a scaling process to support changes in resource requirements. The
API can also be used from outside the workflow for externally driven events.
Recovery from Failures. Scientific workflows are composed of multiple long running
stages and work is lost in case of failure. E-HPC transparently performs periodic
checkpointing and recovery of the workflow. E-HPC is capable of successfully man-
aging workflows where runtime might be unknown in advance [Sou15] or workflow
failure might occur because of exceeding job boundaries on batch systems. In this case,
using E-HPC, when a workflow job reaches its time limit, it can be checkpointed and
restarted.

2.3 Tigres Workflow Library
We use Tigres, a workflow library to evaluate E-HPC. Tigres [Hen+16] is a program-
ming library that allows users to compose large-scale scientific workflows and execute
them on HPC environments. Workflows can be composed from existing executable
scripts and binaries or new Python code. Tigres workflows are Python programs that are
submitted as jobs to the batch scheduler directly. It manages workflow execution from
within the job scripts, where resources are managed through different batch schedulers.

Tigres provides “templates” that enable scientists to easily compose, run, and man-
age computational tasks as workflows. These templates define common computation
patterns used in processing and analyzing data and running scientific simulations. Cur-
rently, Tigres supports four basic templates to model serial (sequence), and concurrent
(parallel, split and merge) execution. During serial execution, although Tigres launches



a task on a single compute node, it can expand to other compute nodes using MPI or
other distributed libraries. In concurrent stages, Tigres manages task parallelism and
employs SSH to deploy workers on each available compute node. E-HPC tracks and
checkpoints distributed processes in applications, such as Tigres, that rely on SSH and
MPI to support elasticity.

2.4 DMTCP
DMTCP (Distributed MultiThreaded Checkpointing) is a transparent user-level check-
point restart library for distributed applications [RAC06] used in E-HPC. DMTCP
is transparent because no changes are required to the managed application or the
underlying operating system. The DMTCP managed application state is captured by
monitoring system calls, processes, network communication, and open files. Also,
DMTCP supports distributed applications by intercepting the creation of new local or
remote (SSH or MPI) process. Instances of DMTCP in these new processes connect
through sockets to a central daemon that coordinates the distributed checkpointing and
restart operations.

DMTCP freezes the execution of all the processes of the application at checkpoint
time. Then, for each process, a copy of its memory allocation, network, and I/O states
are dumped to the file system. During restart, a process is created for every process
checkpointed and its memory and state are restored from the copy in the file system.
E-HPC takes advantage of DMTCP to shrink or enlarge resource allocations of an HPC
workflow. DMTCP will restart an application on different hosts, even if their number
differs, as long as the hosts are homogeneous (typical in HPC systems) and a mapping
of processes over resources is provided (calculated by E-HPC).

3 Design and Implementation
Figure 2 shows the architecture of E-HPC. E-HPC has three main components - E-HPC
Application Programming Interface (API), E-HPC Coordinator, and E-HPC Tracker.
The E-HPC API provides the elastic functions that allows users to manage their
resources dynamically. The E-HPC Coordinator accepts traditional user workflows
and interacts with the E-HPC API to provide the elasticity needs. The E-HPC tracker
tracks the execution of the workflow on the resources and manages the book keeping
associated with the elastic resources.

A user submits a workflow by employing E-HPC command-line utilities on the
HPC system. Next, E-HPC starts its coordinator, and generates and submits a batch job
script that drives the workflow execution. Once the batch scheduler allocates resources
to the job, the script executes the workflow and initiates services needed in the compute
nodes to support elasticity. These services include a DMTCP controller, responsible for
managing low level distributed checkpoint-restart operations, and an E-HPC tracker,
which monitors the different states of the workflow. In this context, if the workflow
requires resource scaling, it employs the E-HPC API to issue an elastic request for
increasing or decreasing the number of resources allocated to the job. The E-HPC



Figure 2: E-HPC architecture. E-HPC has three distinct control flows – a) startup: Users
submit a workflow through E-HPC. E-HPC coordinator generates job scripts to request resources
and run the workflow. Once the resources are allocated to the job through the batch scheduler,
E-HPC launches the workflow executable via DMTCP. b) resource management: E-HPC tracker
monitors the job execution and the states of the workflow. When the workflow issues an expand or
a contract request through the E-HPC API, the tracker sends a checkpoint/kill signal to DMTCP.
c) termination/completion: Once the job is killed, E-HPC coordinator resubmits another job
script with a modified resource requirement. If the job completes successfully, E-HPC tracker
notifies the coordinator.

API relays the request to the E-HPC tracker which issues checkpoint and kill requests
to DMTCP. After the checkpoint is complete, and all the tasks are killed, E-HPC
tracker informs the coordinator of the new resource requirements and ends the current
workflow job. E-HPC coordinator generates a new job script that invokes DMTCP to
restart the workflow using the checkpoint.

3.1 User Interface
E-HPC is designed as a library and users can interact with it in two different ways –
a) plan-driven, or b) event-driven. In the plan-driven method, the user provides the
elasticity plan, whereas in the event-driven method, external and internal events in the
application trigger elasticity. Figure 3 provides an example of an elasticity plan that
specifies the stages and resource requests for a workflow. The elasticity plan specifies
the stages of the workflow and the associated resource requests. The resource requests
in the plan specify the amount of resources and the duration for which the resources
are required. The plan-driven method is minimally invasive, and requires no change to
existing application programs or scripts.

The event-driven method allows users to modify their scripts using the E-HPC API,
which induces elasticity from within the application program. This allows users to



workflow:
command: python stage1.py
stage1:

nodes: 4
ppn: 1
walltime: 00:15:00

stage2:
nodes: 1
walltime: 00:30:00

Figure 3: Workflow descriptions contain execution commands and resource requirements for
each stage.

scale up or down conditionally based on an event in application characteristics and on
resource requirements. We describe the API in detail in Section 3.5.

In addition to the two different ways to interact with E-HPC, a user can also request
elastic resources in two different ways – i) stage elasticity, where a user can opt to
grow or shrink resources between the stages of a workflow, or ii) runtime elasticity,
where a user can request to change resources at any time during the execution. Stage
elasticity is useful when different stages of the workflow have pre-defined, known
resource requirements. On the other hand, runtime elasticity is useful when resource
requirements can be changed due to external factors (e.g., available resources, system
failures). However, runtime elasticity may not be suitable for all applications. For
example, applications that are checkpointed in the middle of an I/O operation may end
up in an unknown or unpredictable state.

3.2 Workflow States
Figure 4 shows different states a workflow may go through when using E-HPC. A
workflow is at first in a pending state and is put in the queue that the E-HPC coordinator
manages internally. Once the required resources are allocated for the job, it moves
to the running state, where the tasks are distributed and executed on HPC resources.
If the resource requirements change during the execution of the workflow, or the
execution terminates due to failure, the workflow state moves to a checkpoint state.
The workflow moves from the checkpoint state to the pending state, waiting for the
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Figure 4: State transitions of a workflow in E-HPC.



new set of resources for the restart to happen. If the workflow execution terminates due
to a failure, E-HPC restarts the failed workflow using the checkpoint. The workflow
transitions to completed state when all the tasks of a workflow are executed successfully.

3.3 E-HPC Coordinator
E-HPC coordinator generates job scripts for running workflows on HPC resources, and
coordinates the execution and dynamic resource allocation for workflows. When a
user submits a workflow to E-HPC, it starts the coordinator on the login node of an
HPC system. Users specify the initial resources required to execute the workflow and
E-HPC coordinator generates a job script for running the workflow on HPC resources.
The resource requirements are transformed into batch scheduler directives in the job
script. The job script acts as a wrapper for launching the workflow tasks through
DMTCP. E-HPC coordinator sets up all the environment variables and directory paths
for enabling distributed checkpointing through DMTCP. DMTCP requires a centralized
coordinator for checkpointing and restarting distributed tasks, which the job script
launches on a compute node.

The state of the workflow tasks and the changes in resources are shared with E-
HPC coordinator through the shared file system. E-HPC coordinator uses job status
and resource requirements to determine the elasticity of workflows. If the job fails,
terminates before completion, or the resource requirements change, E-HPC coordinator
checkpoints the workflow and generates a restart command to launch the unfinished
workflow through a job script. The job script also sets up the required commands to
update the host list, once new resources are allocated to the job.

3.4 E-HPC Tracker
The job script generated by E-HPC coordinator starts a tracker on a compute node.
Once the workflow job begins to execute, the tracker monitors the job progress. The
workflow requests a change in resources through the E-HPC API. The API triggers the
E-HPC tracker to checkpoint the workflow and terminate execution. In cases where
the workflow is specified through a workflow description, E-HPC tracker checkpoints
the execution prior to executing the next stage in the workflow. The workflow tasks
run across multiple nodes, and E-HPC tracker waits and monitors all the tasks to be
correctly checkpointed and terminated before updating the job state. Once all the tasks
of the workflow have terminated, E-HPC tracker updates the resource plan to describe
the number of resources required for the rest of the workflow and the expected time of
execution. If there is no change in the resource requirements of a workflow, E-HPC
tracker simply monitors and checkpoints the tasks as the execution progresses.

During a restart, E-HPC tracker reads the updated host file and sends a signal to the
workflow in execution. It sends an updated host list along with the workflow so that
new tasks can be launched on a different set of resources. Every workflow needs to
be able to trap the signal to notify changes to an executing workflow. In our current
implementation, E-HPC sends a SIGUSR1 signal to share the updated information



about the hosts. This provides a generic interface for any workflow or application to
dynamically scale on a different set of HPC resources based on the requirements.

3.5 E-HPC API
E-HPC provides command-line utilities and an API to manage elastic workflows on
HPC resources (Table 1). Users submit a workflow through the command-line as:
ehpc start <workflow-script>. The start command triggers the launch
of a workflow through the E-HPC coordinator. It generates job submission scripts and
submits them through a batch scheduler. It ensures that a workflow script is launched
through DMTCP and hence, is checkpointed and can be restarted as needed.

Interface Description
init registers a workflow to E-HPC and returns a workflow-id
expand grows the resource allocation to the amount specified
contract shrinks the resource allocation by the amount specified
done notifies E-HPC about workflow completion

Table 1: E-HPC API provides four interfaces to transform a simple workflow into an
elastic workflow.

Users can use the E-HPC API to add elastic calls in a workflow script to grow
or shrink resources as the workflow executes. The E-HPC API provides four simple
functions to manage elasticity in a workflow. The init function registers a workflow
through E-HPC coordinator and returns a unique identifier for the workflow. The
expand function is used to dynamically grow the number of resources for a workflow
in execution. Similarly, the contract function allows for dynamically shrinking
the number of resources for an executing workflow. Both expand and contract
checkpoint, kill and restart the workflow on a different set of resources based on the
resource requirements of a workflow. Once a workflow completes execution, allocated
resources are released and checkpoint data is removed using done, which updates the
status of the workflow to completed. E-HPC also calculates and collects performance
and usage metrics for a workflow.

(a) Montage. (b) BLAST. (c) Synthetic.

Figure 5: Workflow graphs, stages are logically combined. Stages are combined together
according to workflow resource requirements: subsequent parallel stages are combined together
as a single logical stage and sequential stages are combined into a single sequential stage



3.6 Minimizing Queue Wait Time
The default mode of operation in E-HPC is to submit a workflow job with the new
resource allocation request, only after the previous job has been terminated. This may
incur large queue wait times depending on the current workload of the system. In order
to minimize the queue wait times, E-HPC provides a fast execution mode, where the
next stage of the workflow is submitted to the job queue, while the execution of the
workflow continues in its current resource allocation. Once the requested resources are
allocated to the job, the running workflow is signaled to be checkpointed and killed,
and the placeholder job restarts the workflow using the newly created checkpoint. This
eliminates the queue wait time for applications that can dynamically scale up or down.

Unlike the default E-HPC method, the fast mode requires all proceeding execution
to be checkpoint-safe in order to function as expected. We define an execution as
checkpoint-safe, if there are no active TCP connections, or I/O operations. In such cases,
a restart may result in data loss or even failure to re-establish the TCP connections. This
is a limitation of the DMTCP library and we plan to investigate alternative strategies in
future to overcome this limitation.

The efficiency of the fast operation depends on the queue wait time of the place-
holder job, the time required to finish the current job, and the checkpoint/restart
overhead. If a job’s runtime is small, the overhead of queue wait time and the cost of
migrating to new resources might not justify the use of fast mode.

3.7 Workflow Plug-ins
E-HPC is implemented in Python and generates job scripts to be run on HPC resources
through batch schedulers. It currently supports Slurm and Torque schedulers. Users
specify the resource requirements and E-HPC generates batch scripts with the respective
scheduler directives. Workflow status and resource requirements are updated through
a YAML file on a shared file system. E-HPC is currently integrated with the Tigres
workflow library and can be used with any Tigres workflow. However, workflow
scripts written in Python can also be transformed into elastic workflows by using the
E-HPC API directly. E-HPC currently uses DMTCP for checkpoint restart. However,
the architecture of E-HPC is independent of DMTCP and other checkpoint restart
mechanisms might be used. Thus, E-HPC has been designed such that it can be
extended to work with other batch queue, workflow and checkpoint restart systems.

4 Formulating Performance Metrics
In this section, we formulate the performance goals for E-HPC. Specifically, E-HPC is
targeted to improve the core-hours usage for a workflow, without increasing the overall
turnaround time of the workflow. Mathematically, we define core-hours (C) as:

C = t ∗n



where, t is the execution time in hours, and n is the number of cores assigned during
execution. Hence for a workflow with s stages, core-hours usage is calculated as the
sum of core-hours used by each stage:

C =
s

∑
i=1

ti ∗n (1)

Now, a workflow managed by E-HPC allocates separate resources to each stage of the
workflow. Hence, each stage is assigned the number of cores required for its execution.
In addition, the checkpoint-restart mechanism incurs an overhead that adds to the
execution time of the stages. So, core-hours usage for an E-HPC managed workflow is
given by:

Cehpc =
s

∑
i=1

(ti +CRi)∗ni (2)

where, CRi represents the checkpoint-restart overhead for the i-th stage. Using equa-
tions 1 and 2, we can derive that E-HPC minimizes core-hours usage for a workflow
iff:

s

∑
i=1

CRi ∗ni <
s

∑
i=1

(n−ni)∗ ti (3)

Equation 3 shows that in order to provide better core-hours, checkpoint-restart over-
heads must be less than the core-hours gained for the workflow execution. In other
words, the total amount of core-hours gained in workflow execution has to be more
than the amount of core-hours lost due to E-HPC checkpoint-restart overheads. The
result implies that the core-hours improvement in E-HPC is dependent on a number
of external factors like the characteristics of the workflow, the performance of the
checkpoint-restart library, and the I/O performance of the storage system on which the
checkpoint images are written.

In addition to minimizing the core-hours usage, E-HPC also targets improving the
total turnaround time of a workflow. The turnaround time (T ) of a workflow is defined
as:

T = t +q (4)

where, t is the execution time, and q is the time to wait in the queue for getting the
requested resource allocation. Since E-HPC allocates resources separately to each
stage of the workflow, the turnaround time in E-HPC is:

Tehpc =
s

∑
i=1

(ti +qi +CRi) (5)



where, ti, qi and CRi are respectively the execution, queue-wait and checkpoint-restart
times for the i-th stage of the workflow. Using equations 4 and 5, we can derive that
the turnaround time in E-HPC is better if:

s

∑
i=1

(ti +qi +CRi)< t +q

<
( s

∑
i=1

ti
)
+q

(6)

Assuming the checkpoint-restart overhead is negligible i.e., CRi≈ 0, equation 6 implies:

s

∑
i=1

qi < q (7)

Equation 7 shows that E-HPC improves the turnaround time if the sum of individual
queue wait times for each stage of the workflow is less than the queue wait time of
the complete workflow. In other words, E-HPC achieves better turnaround time if
smaller jobs (stages of a workflow) have significantly less wait time than larger jobs
(the complete workflow). But as the queue wait time is a system parameter, controlled
by the resource scheduler, E-HPC cannot control it. However, to minimize the queue
wait times for each stage of the workflow, E-HPC provides a fast execution mode as
described in Section 3.6.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance and resource usage of scientific workflows
through E-HPC. We compare our results against running the workflows without E-HPC
(i.e., they are submitted through a single large job – see Figure 1a).

5.1 Systems
We evaluated the impact of elasticity on HPC workflows through E-HPC on two
systems – i) Gordon and ii) Cori. Gordon [Gor15] is a dedicated XSEDE cluster with
1024 compute nodes. Each compute node contains two 8-core 2.6 GHz Intel EM64T
Xeon E5 (Sandy Bridge) processors and 64 GB of DDR3 RAM. The file system is
Lustre with a peak I/O bandwidth of 100 GB/s and the resources are managed by
TORQUE. Cori [Cor16] is a Cray XC40 supercomputer hosted at the National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), which has 2388 compute nodes, each
with two sockets and 32-core Intel Xeon ”Haswell” processor at 2.3 GHz per socket
and 128 GB DDR4 memory (2133 MHz, four 16 GB DIMMs per socket). The file
system used during job execution is a Lustre file system with a peak performance of
700 GB/s.



5.2 Workflows
We use two real science workflows (Montage and BLAST) and one synthetic workflow
to evaluate E-HPC (Figure 5). All the workflows are built using the Tigres templates.
The different stages in the workflows are logically grouped together into parallel and
sequential stages based on the resource requirements at each stage of the workflow.

Montage [Jac+09] is an I/O intensive workload [Juv+13] that constructs a JPEG
image from sky survey data formatted as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS)
files [Pen+10]. As shown in Figure 5a, Montage is composed of nine stages, and we
logically group them into four stages – i) 1-Parallel, ii) 2-Sequence, iii) 3-Parallel, and
iv) 4-Sequence. All experimental runs of Montage construct the image for survey M17
on band j and degree 8.0 from 2mass Atlas images.

BLAST is a memory-intensive workflow that matches DNA sequences against a
large sequence database ( > 6 GB). The workflow splits an input file (a few KBs) into
several small files and then uses parallel tasks to compare the input against the large
sequence database. The database is loaded in-memory on all the compute nodes during
the parallel stage. Finally, all the outputs from the parallel stage are merged into a
single file. As shown in Figure 5b, BLAST is composed of three stages. As the first
stage runtime is short, we logically group them into two stages – i) 1-Parallel and ii)
2-Sequence. BLAST is used to illustrate the resource usage for an use-case where a
parallel stage execution time is substantially larger than the sequential one.

Synthetic workflow is composed of sequence and a parallel stages (Figure 5c). The
workflow is written in Python. The memory-intensive version of the synthetic workflow
consists of tasks that do a large number of memory allocations for over one billion
integers, prior to calculating the values of their sum and multiplication. The first stage
contains one billion tasks, calculating the sum in sequence, whereas the second parallel
stage contains ten million tasks, calculating the multiplication in parallel. In contrast to
the other two workflows, this workflow is designed to have a longer sequential stage,
followed by a shorter parallel stage. We also use the memory-intensive version of the
synthetic workflow that consists of 10 thousand parallel tasks. Unless otherwise speci-
fied, we use the two stage memory-intensive synthetic workflow for our evaluation, and
use the single stage memory-intensive fully parallel workflow for measuring E-HPC
overheads.

Table 2 lists and summarizes the metrics for our experiments. It includes workflow
runtime, stage execution time, stage checkpoint and restart times, process kill times,
core-hours used and queue time (inter-stage queue wait time). The runtime of a
workflow is calculated as the time between the execution start of the first stage and
completion of the last stage of the workflow. The core-hours measured correspond to
the resource allocated for the entire duration, including possibly resources left unused
by a workflow. Wait time values are not included since jobs do not consume core-hours
when they wait. In our evaluation, we use E-HPC’s regular mode, unless otherwise
specified.



Metric (unit) Description
Stage execution time(s) Execution time for a workflow stage
Workflow runtime(s) Workflow end time - Workflow start time
Checkpoint time(s) Time to checkpoint a stage
Restart time(s) Time to restart a workflow stage
Queue time(s) Time a workflow stage waits in queue prior to exe-

cution
Core-hours used(hrs) ∑ Task execution time * Number of cores allocated

Table 2: Metrics for evaluation.
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Figure 6: Synthetic (Gordon) - effects of dynamic resource scaling using E-HPC (a) Runtime,
(b) Core-hours usage. E-HPC scales from 64 to 128 cores and achieves better performance than
running the workflow over 64 cores.

5.3 E-HPC Elasticity
Figure 6 shows the benefits of E-HPC for dynamic resource scaling of an application.
In this experiment, we run the synthetic parallel stage on 64 cores, 128 cores and
scaling from 64 to 128 cores and we use fast mode to minimize the wait times. The
fast mode allows applications to continue making progress while other resources are
requested. In Figure 6, the E-HPC calculated bar is generated by taking the data from
running E-HPC in fast mode and adding the queue time for the second job. We see that
queue times are not substantial in this case. However, E-HPC in the fast mode provides
even more significant benefits in cases where queue times are significant.

Figure 6a shows that fast mode results in around 30 percent improvement in
workflow runtime as compared to maintaining the resources at 64 cores. The application
is able to benefit from the added cores and complete the application sooner. Figure 6b
shows corresponding core-hours expenditure for each run.
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Figure 7: Montage workflow performance (Cori): (a) workflow runtime and (b) core-hours
usage for Montage with and without E-HPC. Montage shows shorter runtimes without E-HPC.
For values of n larger than 32, E-HPC runs consume less core-hours.

5.4 Effect of Stage Elasticity
The stage elasticity in E-HPC allows workflows to request resource changes between
the stages of a workflow (as described in Section 3.1). In this section, we present the
results of using stage elasticity in E-HPC for different workflows.

In our evaluation, we measure E-HPC performance using workflow runtime and
allocated core-hours. Values observed in each experiment are presented in Figures 7
to 9. Each bar in the figure presents the average value (with standard deviation bars)
over three repetitions of an experiment.

Experiments include runs with and without E-HPC and different resource allocation
(32, 64, 128 and 256 cores). The X-axis represents the peak CPUs (n) allocated for
the workflow in a particular experiment. In nonE-HPC runs, a value n on the X-axis
corresponds to the number of CPU cores allocated during the complete lifecycle of a
workflow. In E-HPC runs, n is the maximum number of CPU cores allocated during
the duration of a workflow.

5.4.1 Montage

In this section, we evaluate the performance and resource usage of Montage.

Workflow Runtime. Figure 7a compares the workflow runtime for Montage with
and without E-HPC. When running without E-HPC, the workflow runtime does not
change substantially across different values of n and the shortest one is observed for
n = 32 (single node on Cori). For larger n, the runtime of sequence stages (2-Sequence
and 4-Sequence) increases equally or more than the runtime gains in the parallel ones
(1-Parallel and 3-Parallel). This is likely due to the inter-stage data caching for dif-
ferent values of n. For instance, if n = 32, 1-Parallel runs on a single node and all
its output data (4.5 GiB) is cached locally (and will eventually be written to the file
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Figure 8: BLAST workflow performance (Cori): (a) workflow runtime and (b) core-hours usage
for BLAST with E-HPC and without E-HPC. BLAST execution is dominated by its first parallel
stage. BLAST runtimes and core-hours are similar under both approaches, with slightly longer
times and higher core-hour numbers in E-HPC.
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Figure 9: Synthetic workflow performance (Cori): (a) workflow runtime and (b) core-hours
usage for the Synthetic workflow with E-HPC and without E-HPC. Synthetic workflows show
significantly shorter runtimes without E-HPC. Until 128 cores, less core-hours are allocated
under E-HPC. For higher values of n, E-HPC uses less core-hours.

system). As a consequence, 2-Sequence reads its input data mainly from memory.
However, for n = 64, 1-Parallel runs across two nodes, caching one half of its output
data on each node. When 2-Sequence starts on one of the two nodes, only half of
its input data is locally cached. The runtime of the I/O intensive stage becomes 15%
longer than for n = 32. This effect is also observed for 4-Sequence since it is also an
I/O intensive sequential stage preceded by a parallel one (3-Parallel). However, since
its input data is larger than for 2-Sequence (38 GiB), the effect is more noticeable, e.g.,
runtime of 4-Sequence from n = 32 to n = 64 increases 52%.



When run with E-HPC, Montage workflow runtime presents a different pattern.
Again, workflows running on a single node (n = 32) present the shortest runtime
because the tasks run on a single node and in the same job allocation. For n > 32, the
inter job wait time increases the workflow runtime significantly compared to n = 32.
This is expected since for n > 32, E-HPC runs each section of the workflow in a
separate job to adjust the resource allocation to the desired size (Figure 5a). As n
increases, the runtime for the sequence stages does not change and parallel stages
becomes shorter, decreasing the overall runtime.

The comparison between running Montage with or without E-HPC shows that
runtime is longer with E-HPC in all cases. When run on a single node, the 20% runtime
increase is due to monitoring overhead of DMTCP. For n > 32, the workflow runtime
difference is contributed by the inter-job wait time and longer runtime of the stages.
The inter job wait time is dependent on the current workflow of the system and out of
the control of E-HPC. For most cases, total stage runtime is ≈ 20% longer with E-HPC.
As we scale to n = 256, nonE-HPC runs can no longer benefit from inter-stage data
caching due to data being distributed across multiple node, and hence, stage runtime
overhead in E-HPC is reduced to 10% as compared to nonE-HPC.

Workflow core-hours. Core-hours consumed by all the experiments with Montage on
Cori are detailed in Figure 7b. In cases without E-HPC, larger allocations increase the
core-hours consumed. Without elasticity, the sequence stages consume significantly
more core-hours since their runtime is not reduced by the larger resource allocation.
Also, parallel stages, when scaling up from n = 32 to n = 256, consume slightly more
core-hours due to the increasing overheads of the initial setup in Tigres for launching
the parallel tasks across multiple nodes For Montage, n= 32 (single node on Cori), 72%
of the workflow runtime is consumed by serial stages (2-Sequence and 4-Sequence).

With E-HPC, for values of n > 32, doubling the allocated resources induces small
variations in consumed core hours. For example, stepping n up from 64 to 128, increase
core-hours consumption by 11%. Core-hour usage increases are attributed to the
natural overhead of less than perfect parallelism in the code, and the initial overhead of
distributing the tasks through Tigres across multiple nodes. Otherwise, with E-HPC,
there is no resource wastage and checkpointing core-hours are very small (< 1%).
However, there is a larger step between n = 32 and n = 64, with an increase of 35% of
core hours. This is due to the loss in efficiency in the sequence stages due to lack of
caching of intermediate data.

Finally, comparing runs of Montage with the two approaches, for values n > 32
(elasticity is possible), E-HPC requires significantly less core-hours (76% for 256
cores) than nonE-HPC due to elastic management of resources. The core-hour results
in Montage show that with increasing parallelism, E-HPC utilizes resources more
efficiently than nonE-HPC due to diverse level of parallelism.

5.4.2 BLAST

This section focuses on evaluating the impact of E-HPC on BLAST.



Workflow runtime. The runtime of all the experiments running BLAST on Cori
are presented in Figure 8a. When run without E-HPC, BLAST’s runtime is dominated
by the first parallel stage (1-Parallel occupies > 99% of the total runtime in all cases).
This stage scales well over more resources and overall workflow runtime is significantly
reduced when run over more resources. For instance, for n = 64 the runtime is less
than half (53% shorter) than for n = 32.

Similar workflow runtimes are observed in BLAST when run with E-HPC. DMTCP’s
monitoring overhead is relatively small but becomes more significant for larger values
of n. e.g., DMTCP increases BLAST’s runtime by 1% for n = 32 and 8% for n = 256.
For all values of n, checkpoint, restart, and queue times increase the overall workflow
runtime by ≈ 2 minutes, which is not significant compared to the overall workflow
runtime. In summary, BLAST scales well as the workflow allocation is increased, and
has very little overhead when run with E-HPC.
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Figure 10: Runtime elasticity on BLAST (Gordon) vs static allocation: (a) workflow runtime
and (b) core-hour usage for BLAST. The E-HPC coordinated job starts on a single 16 core node
and expands to the peak core allocation after 60 seconds of execution.

(a) Performance overhead (b) Checkpoint overhead

Figure 11: E-HPC overheads: (a) shows time required for checkpoint and restart vs. the number
of processes/tasks being tracked by E-HPC, (b) shows total storage required on filesystem for a
checkpoint versus the number of processes/tasks being tracked by E-HPC.



Workflow core-hours. Core-hours consumed with BLAST (on Cori) are detailed in
Figure 8b. Similar core-hours are observed with and without E-HPC and different
values of n, e.g., the maximum values differ less than 9% from the average. This is
caused by the domination of (1-Parallel) over the execution of the workflow that makes
other non-scaling stages irrelevant in terms of core-hours.

The comparison between n = 32 and n = 64 cases present an unexpected result: the
core-hours are reduced when parallelism is increased. This is caused by the unexpected
super-linear reduction of runtime in that step of n observed in Figure 8a. In the next
steps of n, core-hours increase slowly from the expected imperfection of parallelism in
the code.

Comparison between using and not using E-HPC shows thatE-HPC consumes 1.5%
to 5% more core-hours with no clear correlation to n. Checkpointing overhead in
all cases consumes less than 0.5%. This leads to the conclusion that the additional
core-hours consumed by E-HPC are for DMTCP execution overhead.

5.4.3 Synthetic

This section describes our evaluation of the Synthetic workflow with E-HPC.

Workflow runtime. The runtimes observed of all experiments with Synthetic workflow
are presented in Figure 9a. When run without E-HPC, the workflow runtime becomes
shorter for larger values of n. This reduction is the result of shorter stage runtimes of
the 2-Parallel stage when more resources are available (1-Sequence is sequential and
thus its runtime is constant): 2-Parallel runtime is reduced 40−49% each time n is
doubled.

The Synthetic runs with E-HPC present much longer runtimes than without E-HPC.
This is due to DMTCP monitoring overhead that slows down the execution of all
stages by a 2.2− 2.4 factor. Detailed analysis of the workflow reveals that most of
the operations performed by the workflow were memory management (allocation and
free). These operations are heavily monitored by DTMCP that traps all the memory
management calls. The workflow runtime evolution for larger values of n is as expected:
1-Sequence runtimes remain constant, and 2-Parallel runtime is reduced significantly
(again 40−49%). Finally, E-HPC checkpoint overheads are minimal (6 seconds for all
values of n) and the queue times for the second job is typically a few minutes.

Workflow core-hours. Core-hour consumed in all experiments with Synthetic are
detailed in Figure 9b. For nonE-HPC, a larger resource allocation implies a significant
increase in core-hours consumed by the workflow. This increase is mainly due to the
wastage of the resources by the 1-Sequence stage.

Runs of Synthetic with E-HPC consume almost the same core-hours for all values of
n. This is caused by the constant resource consumption of both stages in the workflow.
1-Sequence consumes the same core hours because elasticity allows to execute 1-
Sequence over 32 cores in all cases. 2-Parallel runtime decreases proportionally to the
increase in assigned resources, keeping its core-hours consumption almost unchanged.



5.5 Effect of Runtime Elasticity
Figure 10a shows the use of E-HPC for inducing elasticity in the middle of a workflow
stage (runtime elasticity), as it expands from 16 cores (one node on Gordon) into a
larger set. Although E-HPC is capable of scaling up in the middle of a workflow stage,
the results in the figure show that the total workflow runtime is affected when using E-
HPC. The sequential stages in BLAST are extremely short in comparison to the longer
parallel stage. The runtime for 16 cores with and without E-HPC are similar because
in both cases, all the stages use 16 cores (one node on Gordon). However, as we scale
up to 32 cores, E-HPC takes ≈ 6% more time. When using E-HPC the first sequence
stage, 1-BLAST is executed on one node and the elasticity is induced after 60 seconds.
During this time, some of the tasks in the second stage, 2-BLAST-Scaled, which is a
parallel stage, have already started executing. The higher degree of parallelism during
the initial parallel stage and the checkpoint/restart overhead of DMTCP, the overall
runtime performance deteriorates with E-HPC. The pattern continues for larger cores,
and for up to 256 cores (with E-HPC taking ≈ 20% more time than without E-HPC),
E-HPC runtime elasticity performs poorly compared to when executed without E-HPC.
This is a significant result, because it shows that the time when elasticity is induced
is also critical to certain workflows, and may result in performance degradation if the
required resources are not allocated at the right time.

5.6 E-HPC Overheads
In this section, we evaluate the different overheads in E-HPC. Table 3 shows the runtime
overhead of various workflows, with and without the queue wait times, when running
with E-HPC on both Cori (C) and Gordon (G). As E-HPC resubmits a job while scaling
up, it incurs an additional queue wait time in addition to the checkpoint and restart
overheads of DMTCP. As can be seen from the table, the overheads including the queue
wait time are significantly higher than excluding the wait time (for e.g., runtimes are
86.3% longer with queue wait time vs 10.3% longer without the queue wait time for
Montage on Cori). This is because the queue wait time dominates the overheads in these
cases and is a system-dependent variable on which neither E-HPC, nor DMTCP have
any control. On the other hand, the overheads without the queue wait time only include
DMTCP checkpoint and restart times, which has a maximum of ≈ 36% overhead (for
BLAST on 256 cores on Gordon). BLAST is a memory-intensive application, with
a large memory footprint that generates large checkpoint images. The overheads are
smaller on Cori (≈ 13%) than on Gordon, because of the large I/O bandwidth of the
Lustre file system (700 GB/s), as compared to the peak I/O bandwidth on Gordon (100
GB/s). For all other workflows, the runtime overhead varies between 0.2%− 11%,
when there are no queue wait times. Hence, with current advancements in storage
system (e.g., burst buffers) and checkpoint restart systems, E-HPC overheads can be
minimized.

Figure 11a) shows the overheads in E-HPC due to the checkpoint and restart phases.
Both checkpoint and restart overheads are proportional to the number of workflow
tasks in execution, and the overheads increase linearly up to 150 tasks/processes. The



% Overhead, Wait (Without wait)
Workflow Sys. 32 64 128 256
Montage C N/A 86.1(10.3) 32.8(10.3) 42.3(11.1)
BLAST C N/A 5.7(3.9) 10.5(7.6) 18.3(13.6)
Synth C N/A 13.8(0.29) 21.4(0.36) 3.5(0.37)

BLAST G 13.11(9.3) 448(10.9) 2085(13.4) 5210(36.3)
Synth G 4.5(0.8) 4.7(1.8) 5(2.0) N/A

Table 3: E-HPC overheads including (left) and excluding system dependent wait times (brackets).
E-HPC controlled overheads vary between 0.2%−36%. BLAST supports higher overheads due
to its larger memory footprint and hence, larger checkpoints.

overhead is due to the added communication between the workflow tasks and the
DMTCP coordinator, and the I/O overhead of writing the checkpoint image to disk.

Figure 11b) shows that the storage space overhead also increases linearly with the
increasing number of tasks. The total amount of memory and compute requirements
increase with increasing tasks, thereby increasing the total checkpoint size. An im-
portant observation from Figure 11b is that the checkpoint size may become so large
that it can result in I/O performance bottlenecks that can significantly affect the overall
E-HPC performance. DMTCP provides optimizations for writing checkpoint images
to memory, and also provides compressed checkpointing to minimize the memory
and storage footprint of checkpoints and restarts. These optimizations can be used to
minimize the overheads in E-HPC.

5.7 Summary
In this section, we summarize the experimental results. The workflow runtimes are
≈ 6%− 20% time longer in E-HPC as compared to running the workflow without
E-HPC. The runtime results for the workflows show that the performance of workflows
with E-HPC is affected due to the checkpoint-restart overhead, queue wait time and the
underlying application characteristics (Figure 7a, Figure 7b).

E-HPC improves the core-hours used for running the workflows by up to 76%. The
core-hour results show that with increasing parallelism, and longer sequential stages,
E-HPC utilizes resources more efficiently than its counterpart by allocating only as
many resources as needed for a stage in the workflow (Figure 8a, Figure 8b).

The runtime overheads in E-HPC vary between 0.2%−36%, when excluding the
highly variable queue wait times. Further evaluation shows that the overheads are solely
due to the underlying file system, and DMTCP (checkpoint/restart library) (Table 3).

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the trade-offs of having a checkpoint-restart based elastic
framework for HPC workloads, and the lessons learned while building and evaluating
E-HPC.



6.1 E-HPC Trade-offs
E-HPC acts as a middleware to manage resource elasticity for HPC workflows. An
alternative approach is to integrate elasticity in the HPC resource scheduler. However,
the two approaches have their own pros and cons as discussed below.

Overheads vs Portability. As shown through our experiments, E-HPC cannot control
several overheads including the queue wait time and checkpoint-restart. By integrating
the elastic resource management into HPC schedulers, queue wait times can be mini-
mized by only queueing jobs when resource changes can be made. However, this is not
a portable solution, as the current HPC schedulers need to be changed. A middleware
approach like that of E-HPC provides a portable elastic resource management solution
that can work with different HPC schedulers and workloads.

Global vs Local Optimization. E-HPC minimizes the queue wait times by submitting
placeholder jobs for future resource changes. However, this kind of optimization that is
local to a single workflow may adversely affect the turnaround time of other workloads
by increasing their queue wait times. In order to avoid such scenarios, schedulers can
do global optimizations based on all the workloads.

6.2 Lessons Learned
• The elasticity decisions are largely dependent on the workflow characteristics and

the undelying system architecture. Not all workflows will benefit by using elastic
resources as shown through our experiments. In addition, resource schedulers,
and memory and I/O bandwidth of HPC systems can dictate the decisions of
elastic resource management through checkpoint-restart.

• The turnaround time of workflows running through an elastic resource manage-
ment framework like E-HPC is not only influenced by the workflow characteris-
tics, but also by the types of workloads in an HPC environment. This is because
the queue wait times are dependent on the distribution of large and small jobs in
the system.

• The queue wait times can be largely minimized by improving the resource
scheduling strategies and making them aware of the workflow characteristics.

• The use of Burst Buffers for using checkpoint-restarts can significantly minimize
the runtime overheads of elastic workflows.

7 Related Work
Elasticity. In cloud computing, schedulers [Ver+15], [Bur+16], [Arm+09], satisfy
user performance demands by dynamically altering the resource allocation to jobs
[M+11]. Also, cloud workflow managers [Vav+13], [Kul+15], perform fine-grained
allocation for each workflow stage. In all cases, dynamic resource allocation presents



a key challenge of resource liberation, i.e., deallocation of occupied resources to
enlarge allocations when the required amount is not free. In cloud environments,
resource liberation is achieved by applying workload consolidation [SKZ08], workload
preemption [Ver+15], or resource oversubscription [TT13]. These techniques imply a
potential performance reduction or cancellation of some applications to benefit others
[Sha+11].

In HPC, individual application performance is subordinated to overall objectives
such us high utilization and performance efficiency [MF01]. Elasticity in the HPC
space has shown progress through the creation of applications built for malleability
[Rod+15], [ME08] or moldability [Fei+97], [KP11]. Others methods include elastic
job bundling, where numerous smaller jobs are submitted in order to deploy a large
set of nodes more quickly [LW15]. Finally, some modern schedulers support special
jobs which aggregate resources to a running job upon start [Zho+13]. However, ef-
fectiveness of these techniques depends on the synchronization between the start of
different jobs, which is hard to accomplish. E-HPC provides elasticity in HPC without
the caveats of the techniques described in this section. E-HPC does not significantly
impact the overall system performance since preemption is not required, and it enables
the automatic restart of jobs that run over their time limit.

Resource management in scientific workflows. Systems like Pegasus [Dee+04],
Askalon [Fah+07], Koala [ME05], VGRaDS [Ram+09], or DAGMan [Cou+07] are
used to run scientific workflows. They provide functions such as workflow mapping
(i.e., task grouping for efficient execution), monitoring, fault tolerance, execution, and
meta-scheduling. These systems usually schedule workflow tasks across different sites
and rely on the local scheduler for fine-grained resource management. However, local
HPC scheduler rarely incorporate workflow aware mechanisms [Rod+17] and workflow
tasks might be scheduled inefficiently.E-HPC does not provide the high level functions
of other workflow systems. However, it enables fine grained resource allocation to
workflows by providing elastic execution of tasks.

Workflow turnaround time reduction. Previous work studied methods to reduce
initial and intermediate job wait times that elongate turnaround time in workflows.
For example, Mesos [Hin+11], Omega [Sch+13], Koala [ME08], or A2L2 [Rod+15]
describe schedulers that minimize intermediate wait times by managing workflows
separately from the rest of the workload. Approaches like WoAS [Rod+17], bring
workflow aware scheduling to classical HPC schedulers by extending the queue model.
Other systems propose job bundling [LW15] and task clustering [Sin+08] to efficiently
execute workflows with multiple tasks. Workflow runtime in E-HPC can be increased
by intermediate job wait times. This effect is eased by submitting jobs before their
precursors are completed (i.e., fast mode). However, effective use of this technique
requires further investigation in combination with queue wait time prediction methods.



8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present the design, implementation and evaluation of E-HPC, a flexible
elastic framework that provides increased efficiency of resource utilization, failure
recovery, elasticity, and faster execution times. The overheads of E-HPC vary based on
the characteristics of the application (e.g., amount of I/O), resource configuration and
run-time characteristics (e.g., queue wait time). The overheads are from checkpoint and
restart, while providing significant benefits in dynamic elastic resource management.
E-HPC is designed to work independently as well as with existing software ecosystems.
E-HPC provides an effective library for the fine tuned control of resources in HPC
environment, where before now, real time control was difficult, if not impossible.
E-HPC is the foundational tool needed to address the resource management needs of
next-generation real-time and streaming workflows.
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